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From “one of the most brilliant, articulate and courageous critics of white privilege in the

nation” (Michael Eric Dyson), this now-classic is “a brilliant and personal deconstruction of

institutionalized white supremacy in the United States . . . a beautifully written, heartfelt

memoir” (Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz).The inspiration for the acclaimed documentary film, this

deeply personal polemic reveals how racial privilege shapes the daily lives of white Americans

in every realm: employment, education, housing, criminal justice, and elsewhere.Using stories

from his own life, Tim Wise examines what it really means to be white in a nation created to

benefit people who are “white like him.” This inherent racism is not only real, but

disproportionately burdens people of color and makes progressive social change less likely to

occur. Explaining in clear and convincing language why it is in everyone’s best interest to fight

racial inequality, Wise offers ways in which white people can challenge these unjust privileges,

resist white supremacy and racism, and ultimately help to ensure the country’s personal and

collective well-being.

''[Wise's] candor is invigorating.'' --Publishers Weekly''After reading Wise, white readers are

energized to join the fray and reduce racism in our society.'' --James Loewen, bestselling

author of Lies My Teacher Told Me --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From

Publishers WeeklyActivist, lecturer and director of the new Association for White Anti-Racist

Education (AWARE), Wise works from anecdote rather than academic argument to recount his

path to greater cultural awareness in a colloquial, matter-of-fact quasi-memoir that urges white

people to fight racism "for our own sake." Sparing neither family nor self, Wise recalls a racist

rant his antiracist mother once delivered, racial epithets uttered by his Alzheimer's-afflicted

grandmother and the "conditioning" that leads him to wonder, for a split-second, if people of

color are truly qualified for their jobs. He considers how the deck has always been stacked in

his and other white people's favor: his grandmother's house, which served as collateral for a

loan he needed for college, for instance, was in a neighborhood that had formerly barred

blacks. Resistance to racism, Wise declares, requires support (it's better for a group to speak

out against racial tracking than for one "crazy radical" to do it), and that's presumably part of

what this volume means to provide. And while Wise sometimes falls victim to sweeping

judgments—the act of debating racial profiling, he declares, is "white-identified," because only

whites have the luxury to look at life or death issues as a battle of wits—his candor is

invigorating.Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights

reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorTim Wise is a

prominent antiracist writer and activist who served as an advisor to the Fisk University Race

Relations Institute. He lectures across the country about the need to combat institutional

racism, gender bias, and the growing gap between rich and poor in the United States.--This

text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Yan P, “A good treatment of white privilege. I’ve had this book for two year and just decided to

read it. As an African American, reconceptualizing the impact of racism and whiteness as an

issue for white people was useful for me. It frames systemic oppression as a problem for

everyone and not just for people of color. I appreciate they charges/challenges set forth for

how readers can approach this work.  I will likely read this again.”

Ricks, “I felt that Tim Wise did a outstanding job frame up White Privilege and Racists Policies

in Louisiana, where he went to school at Tulane University and growing up in the south.. I like

his parallelism of White Apartheid in South Africa to the events in Louisiana and Racist Policies

that the government was supporting in the 1980's and 1990's.As a person of color, I find it so

hard, where whites refute the historical issues of our nation and their unwillingness to embrace

Anti-Racists Policies. I applaud Tim Side's perspectives. My hope is that whites will take

seriously his point of view and be willing to read. A lot of my White friends refuse to be willing

to have a person of color to have this vital conversation. A must read for White Evangelicals in

America. Open-minded is the key of White America.”

Theresia Crisler, “I found Tim Wise to be accurate in his descriptions .... I found Tim Wise to be

accurate in his descriptions of institutional racism and how it affects every aspect of the lives of

Black people. I was impress with the honesty shown by Mr. Wise, a white man speaking to

white people about what they know to be true but never took notice of. Mr. Wise's point of view

was refreshing and hopeful, now if only white people in general and the ones of them who have

the authority and power in particular, would do whatever they could to change the racism that

invades Black lives at every level from cradle to grave and all stops in between, we would not

still be living in a state of simi-aparthied.”



Tomerial brooks, “Great book. Arrived on time and in good condition. Excellent read. I had the

privilege of meeting Mr. Wise at a conference and also enjoyed talking with him . He is very

candid and it is my belief this book as well as others written by him, is a good reference point in

helping white people become more comfortable talking about race and acknowledging the

privileges afforded them based on their race. At lot of work is to be done in the area of race

relations in this society and current political climate and it will take white allies to do some hard

internal work first who are willing to put themselves on the front lines to help uphold justice for

ALL. I find this book as well as his other books as a springboard for this to happen.”

AEC, “Must read.. Well written, fascinating memoir from Tim Wise. He speaks thoughtfully and

articulately of white privilege, with brutally honest self disclosure of his own journey to

understand how far, wide and deep white privilege runs in our country, even among the most

liberal and well-intentioned. This book will open your eyes.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Best book l have read for a long time. Best book l have read for a long

time, should be in all secondary schools and included in history lessons . White like me is not

easy cup of tea reading but if you want real honest heart felt truth about racism from the white

perspective you won't be disappointed. One hundred percent to Tim Wise for having the

courage to write this book. Mrs D.Lomas”

Squirrel21, “Five Stars. Highly recommended”

mrs c m southward, “easy to. superb, well written, easy to read”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Highly recommended to all persons - especially white people. Incredibly

insightful and powerful.Highly recommended to all persons - especially white people. This is a

great education.”

Summer L., “Five Stars. Amazing read, real eye opener.”

The book by Tim J. Wise has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 735 people have provided feedback.
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